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ABSTRACT. We have hero ajjpliod Schwinger’a Action Principle to the case ol' a 
foui'tli order iiioHon o(piation proposed by Bliabha and Thii-ring. The result obtained thus 
is not new, but tho method illustratps with tlie smijilest model the difficulties of upplymg 
Action Rrineiplo when the Lagrangian contains even the second oidcr donvativts of the field 
ojinrator, and gives a concrete and complete example of the generalisation of the Action 
Pj'incjplo when the Lagiangian contains higher order derivatives us given by the author m 
a rocont paper.
1 N T R O D U C T I OiN
The fourth order meson equation proposed by Riialiha (1950) and Thirring 
(1950) has been considered in some detail, including field quantisation, by Thirring 
(1950). Here, however, we shall employ the general Action Principle of Seliwinger 
(1951,1953) 111 quantising this field, and obtaining a symmetric energy-momentum 
tensoi’ of the same The result obtained thus is not now, but the method illus­
trates with the simplest model the difficulties of applying Action Principle when 
tiro Lagrangian contains even the second order derivatives of the field operator, 
and gives a concrete and complete example of the generalisation of the Action 
Principle when the Largrangian contains higher order derivatives as given by 
tho author in a recent paper (Misra, 1959 ; hereafter to be referred as PI).
The above meson equation has been found useful m explaining anomalous 
magnetic moments of nucleons (Misra and Deo (1956) and is iiitorosting since it 
gives rise to convergent contributions in many physical processes which involve 
meson propagator. The fourth order calculations of the matrix elements for the 
nuclear forces with this fourth order meson equation also gives jise to many 
conclusions of theoretical interest (Misra ..., to be published).
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The free field fourth order meson equation is 
(□  -'<“)* (^») =  0
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... (1)
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Equation (1) can be obtained by using the invariant Lagrangian density
... (2)
which gives us the Action Integral for any two space-like surfaces Uy and (7g
T T „ = |  L ( x ) d h i .
This gives us, when the field equation (1) is satisfied.
SW,, ^  F(cr,)-Fia^) 
where, by equation (15) of PI,
F{(t) = LSxn] d(rfi
In the above, by equation (13) of PI,
5L J L  _
and
dL
d{d^ ,d,4>)
= —a 9 u v  D 0
C O M M U T A T I O N  R E L A T I O N  
Let US now substitute
7T(P) ^  Uf^ TTii —  —
and
(^00) — 'riy,nv7Ttt^  =  IjK^n (/>.
Then, by equation (23) of PI we obtain,
=  n^{nit—div7Tfip)
— UilTIii =  7T(q)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7) 
(7')
(8)
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ajid
•■• (9'
Hence equation (27) of PI gives us 
and
|3'»V(*)J{7r,„,(j:')«„vi(y) -7r,„,(*')i„((a'i»'),i(*')))M.r(»')=,,i„(3««^(*) ... (11)(T
Hence, using equation (31) of PI, we obtain, with tlie notation tf,,(.x-—.r') -  % 
\(!){x), 7T,o,(a:')(5o^ (a;')J =- i8„[x-x')dQ<j>{x),
l0^‘«»0(.i’),7r,oo)(^')Jo(^'<W))J --i<i'„(^~.r')c!i'o(5‘»>?i(a:)), ... (12)
and ^
AVhen v'e lake
7r,oo)(a’')^fl(d'‘«J0(a:'))J
|d‘«’0(a:), 7r(o)(a:')<^ o0(.e')l --- 0.
==. [di»> i^(a;), rJ (j>{x’)\
[d‘»>0(a:), '^o(5'<«»0(a:'))l =- 0,
... (12')
... (13)
-■which liavc to be satisfied if we assume that the variations of the field operators 
allo\\ed are such that the commutators or their derivatives do not change, then 
we obtain the coiunuitation relationships for space-like separation of the points 
.X and x' as
and
L«4(,c), ; 7 ,„ „ , ( x ') |  =  =  0
L (^*), 'T(0)('*')l =  ‘tf,, (» -* ').
... (14)
... (1.5)
'Heiico making use of equations (7) we obtain the commutation relations for space­
like separation of the points
;' ... L9i(.>^). • '• 2a'""54(*') + a'«''D'^ (x')] -  ■ i<S„(*-.'c')„
L0( )^, -  □ ' =  ",
L3'"'#f). -  25'i»'?i(.t') +  /  3'<»'n'?)(a:')l =• 0
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and
(16)
Let UH now' put, for a7iy two space-time j)oiuts x and ?/,
I W ,  0(y)] -  ~  ?/), ... (17)
where the right hand aide is a innctioii of the differences of the coordinates since 
it has to he invariant under IranslatioiiK. Using this, w'e olitain that in equations 
(1(5), Avhilo operating on the commutator ('{x—x'), and .
Also, since is sufficiently stationary at any point of the surface, —
Hence, by straight-forward simplification, equations (Iti) w'ith .r and 
x' having space-like separation, reduce to
and
-  ‘C'),
d<o’6'(r -  .r') =  □  r{x -  x') ^  0,
2(d<o>)’“^ '(*^ ' r ') ~  [ (d<«>)2n (K-^- y )  - 0.
... (18)
(19)
Our equations now are sufficiently simple for us to obtain the value of C{x—y) 
for arbitrary separation of the points x and y, w'hich we had been unable to do 
in the general case of PI. For this purpose, we shall use the solution of the field 
operator in terms of the advanced and retarded Green’s functions of the field 
equation (1) (Jauch and Rohrlich (1955)). The equations that these Green’s 
functions satisfy arc
(n  -  -■ ^') =  -  -  -f'). (20)
where
and
— y )  — 0 w'hen x \  ^  .r,,,
— a:') ~  0 w'hen .'c’q <  •••
Replacing x by x' in the field equation (1) and using equation (20) we obtain, 
fJ-i
m  = ' I roj,.^ (* -* ')(□ ' -  k> ) W ) - ( d  -  /f“)‘Gii,  ^ (x-x')<i>{x')]dv‘
=  f -  * ')(□ '“ -  2«»n')(4(*') -  (□» -2K*D)6<«,^(a- -  *')^(a-'))(iV '
... (22)
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where and (Tj are two space-like surfaces with cTj later than x and (Tg earlier 
than X in time, such that the point x lies between them. To simplify the right 
hand side of equation (22), we first note that
= “  ^')D ' 0(x')
+  □ ' □ ' O ^Jx  -  x^ )<l>{x')] ... (23)
and
^R,Ai^ -  »') □  V(»') -  □  <^R,a{  ^ -  ®')0(iC')
=  ^'i^{^R,Ai^ -  -  x')(/>{x')]. .. (24)
We apply Gauss theorem to the right hand side of equation (22), and use the 
invariance of Green’s functions and the equations (21). Those Green’s functions 
vanish for space-like separation of the iioints x and x', and thus the integral j  over 
the surface joining cr^  and for infinite space-like separation also vanishes. 
Hence wo get,
(/>{x) =  j" [ O j iJ x -x ' )d f , 'n  '<f>{^')~d'^Gjf^^{x~x'){J'<p{x^)
+ □  ’G^^^{x-x')d\<l>{x')-d’ 'Gr,^{x- x')<I>{x )^
^2K^Oji^^{x—x')d' ti4>{ '^)-\~2K^d\Oji^^{x—x')<p{x')']d<rfi{x')
— I (the same integrand) d(r^{x'). (25)
In solution (25) of </>{x) in terras of the surface integrals, on using equation (21) 
for advanced and retarded Green’s functions, we obtain,
0 («)== j  [ G jf ,x ~ x ’) d ^ 'U ^ '{ x ‘) - d ^ ' Q j ^ x - x ' ) U ’ <!>{^ ')
+  n'G^(a;~a:’)d/0(a;')-a^'n'G^(a:-x')0(a;’) 
—2K^ Qj^ {x—x')d„!(j>{x')-{-2K^dp!GJjx—x')(j>{x')'\d(r^{x') ... (26)
— — j (the< same integrand with 6?^  replaced by G^) dxr^{x') ... (27)
We now substitute
Q[x—x') =  Gj^ {x—x')—G^{x—x')^
such that, on the surface ctj, f? =  — and on the surface tr,, 0  =  6?^ . Hence 
we obtain for any surface tr which does not contain r
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(j){x) : \ [0{x~~x')d^'\J'^ix')~d/0{x-x') [J(f>{x')
4- \3'0{x~-x*)d^'ip{x’)~d^' [2'0{x—x‘)(j>{x') 
—2K^0{x—x')dfi'(/>{x')-\-2K^d '^0{x-"X')<j){x')]d(r(i{x') (29)
Let us now assume that the above space-like surface tr contains the point y. Hence 
we get, by equation (29),
(T
^d/aG{x-x'){(/>{x'), 4,{y)]-\-2K^O{x-x')d/[(/>{x% tf>{y)] 
—2K“d/0{x—x')[<^ {x'), <ft{y)]}n^{x')d(r{x'),
which on rearrangement becomes, by definition (17),
G{x-y)
(7
-d'^^>0(x~x‘){-~aC{x'-y)-~2KW{x’~-y))
— \J'0{x—x')d^^^G{x'—y)-{-d'^ ^  ^Q'0{x~x')0{x'-~y))d(r{x').
Using equations (18), the above relationship reduces to
C {x-y) =  0{x—x'){iK^S^{x'-y)}da{x')
such that
C{x—y) =  iK«G(a;—y) (30)
We shall now write down explicitly the retarded and advanced Green’s 
functions as contour integrals. We have,
Ogix) = — 1 f e*(^  ■ * “ *o»o)( 2 ^ d^k dkn (31)
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where the contour Cj^  ik dofiiiefl by hgure la in the complex A;,, plane. This can 
be easily .seen when we notice that
f dk
J (F.( k“) *
over an Lifinito .semi-eirele in tli(‘ upper half plane vanishes wlieii Xq <  0. Hence 
by Cauchy’s Uieoiein the right hand side of equation (31) vamslics when Jq 0, 
which corresponds to the first of equations (21). We can write in a similar way, 
with defined by figure la.
a ,u) -1 f
f. (fc^  +  K-TJ
d^kdk^ .. (32)
W'hich c;an be shown to satisfy e(|uatioii (21) by considering the vanishing of the 
above integral over an infinite semi-circle in the lower half complex k  ^ plane.
Thus we have,
Fip. l(b^
I ri( ,^\  J f Ak . x- koxn)
^ (2tt)‘ J ® ,, dkn,(P +  k2)2
where (■ is the contour of figure lb. Integrating for k  ^ this result gives us,
... (33)
^  2 7 ^ “ 1 ^  ~  sm(co®o)] ... (34)
with + +
We can now verify that G{x—x') — (i{x—x‘) HatisfieB equations (18)
and (10) for apaoe-lilce separation of the points x and x ', This is directly demons­
trated when we evaluate the loft hand side of the oovariant equations (IS) and 
(19), substituting: the value of C{x -x') according to equations (110) and (34), and 
then proving the validity of oquatione (IS) and (10) with the special coordinate 
system a:',, =  0 Equation (10), whii^h was not used to deduce equation (30). 
may be specially seen to be satisfied
K N E JUi Y - M 0 K N T T M T E N S () H
We can also obtain the energy-momentum teuBor for this particular case 
from the generator F{rr) on the surface cr Eor this purpose first recollec-l 
the ecpiaiion
F{(t) =; | -+ Ux^ \dtTf,
(T
Now, let be the total variation of </> duo lo the mtrmsic variation on f lic 
surface (r and also due to a rigid displacement of the surfaei’s by Then we
have,
dip = Sq<P +  <p{x ^  fJ;r) -  <p{x) S^ip {d^<p)dr^  . . .  (3 5 )
such tiiat
d„((5^ ) 0,{d^ <p) i {dj,d^ (P)dx^  -1 (d«9^ )(d^ ((5:rj). ... (30)
Henco, using the above two equations we obtain,
F{(r) ~  j\n^ S(p +  7T^,,d,,{d(p) f  Ldx^  -  7r^(d,.^)/^a:-,, - n^ t,{d^d,,<p)dx,,
- 7T^ „{dK(p)0,.{dx^ )]d(r^  ... (37)
We now note that for a rigid displacement of the surface, since two neigh­
bouring points on the original surface and on the displaced surface will remain 
at the same distance, i\'o shall have,
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dni^ Xfi) +  — 0 (38)
But the above is the condition that the transformation is
an infinitesimal J^orentz transformation. This gives us the eijuivaleuce of the 
rigid disyilacement to a Lorentz transformation.
Let us now consider an inlinitesiinal Loreutz transformation (or a rigid 
displaceuieiit) H- and take the intrinsic variation S^ ip such that the
total variations dip and vanish. Then, lor such intrinsic variations,
the field operators will remain the same on the surfaces cr ami o-H-AV. The 
expression for the generator on the surface cr now' becomes
—  i  [LdX fi " “  frfi[df,^)Sxp 'fTfi^-{dvd]gip)8xi, 7^f^,^{^,,iP)^K{dx,,)^diTf^ (39)
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The above formula does not contain any spin-dependent term since have taken 
a scalar field and thus the formula (35) did not involve any expression for the 
ohanpe due t.o a rotation in the coordinate space that the dx^ contains.
The expressi(ui (39) (>n the right hand side depends only on the transformation 
or displacement given by It also involves an integration over cr of functions
of field operator However, since the total variations S(j> and d(d‘°*0) are zero, 
these field operators do not change for an infinitesimal displacement of the surface 
and hence remain the same for a succession of such displacements of the surface, 
A succession of such displacements is equivalent to a number of infinitesimal 
Lorentz transformations, under which our theory is invariant. Hence the gene­
rator F{(t ) given by equation (39) is the same for all surfaces, and depends only 
on .
Tn order to obtain a symmetrical energy-momentum tensor, we need at this 
stage some further manipulations similar to the treatment of the term due to 
spin by Schwinger (1951), Equation (38) gives us
where
We now define 
Clearly, 
and
Xt^ KV --
— Xhiii' d" “  Xnhi‘ "t"' XKifii~\~Xvi
f  mu' — fa.
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
Using equations (6) and (7'), we now obtain, by equations (40) and (41) and on 
simplification,
U kv _  ... (44)
Consistent with earlier notations, let the suffix (0) denote the normal component 
of any tensor at any point of the surface and the suffix {t/i) denote the tangential 
component of any tensor at any point of the surface. Then we have,—
(? o
provided that vanishes sufficiently rapidly at the boundary of the
surface (r, which we assume to be the case. FToiice in equation (39) we obtain,
J 7r^ ,{d,<f>)d,(Sx„)dtTf, =  J fu^vddf^x„)d(T^
a It
=  J ^hiffU!v)^ x,,d(Tfi — f d^ { f^fi„)6x,,da'll
IT a
and thus we finally get,
S -7Tfi,Xd„d,,<p)-~d,Xfhtii>)\ '^x,d(T,ij T,i,Sx,do-fi ... (46)
>\'^ heie
T,„
^7Tii{di>^)-^niiiX^,.d^ij>)-\~ddfk^v)-Jjy^r^ ... (4b)
This gives us, on substitution of the values in our paitieulav case, by equations
(7), (7') and (44),
'r,u. -  <j„, [ -  (□(4)(□^4)--',(5^□^4)(^^li)+(-5^?i)(a^?S)^ "2 (*“J ]
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(47)
The above T,!,, is obviously symmetric in // and v, and m e shall presently see that 
it represents the energy-momentum tensor. For this purpose, let
(48)
be the infinitesimal Lorentz transformatioji associated with the rigid displacement. 
'J’hen the inomentum and angular inomentum operators are defined by (Jauch 
and Rohrlich (1955) p.l2)
U — \-\-iK ^  I f  i(P,,fe rX<-rs )
where the state-vector transforms by the unitary opcM’ator V, and thus we have,
K = - F si,{ct) ^  Pr{(T)e„ +  A ... (49)
Avhere the total energy-mojuentum four-vector is given as
/ \( tr )  -  I  ... (50)
and the total angular inomentum tensor is given as
^  i M,i,^d(r,i ... (51)
IT
4
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■\Vltll
• r  (52)
The eonnervation lawH follow from the earlier remark that the generator F^xi^) 
is imlependont of the surface (t, sinee a rliplacemont of the surface is equivalent 
to a Lorentz traiisforinatioii, and our theory is L()rentz invariant.
Here Ave may note a difficulty of this theory The energy density of the field 
for a flat surface t Xq — const, is given as
(□?>)(n?i) - ‘ (vci(4) (V9i) (33)
The above expression is not a positive dolimte function of the field operators. 
This leads to the suspicion that this theory may load to inconsistent results 
associated with “ghost” states However, such states are known to exist in the 
exact sofiitions of the semi-ielativistic Lee model (Kallen and Pauli, 11155) and 
are also suspected to bo present even in quantum electrodynamics (Landau, 1955). 
Since this defeci seems to be rather a persistent feature of field theory, we consider 
it worthwhile to see the effect of this thetiry on nuclear forces when the mesons 
occur in the virtual static. This might bo interesting since it has been pointed 
out by Ferreti (1958) that it is possible to eliminate negative energy states for 
real particles in case of Lee model.
In any case, this is an interostiiig application of Action Principle to the 
case when the Lagrangiaii contains second order dorivativ(*s of the field operator
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